Outdoor Learning Summer 4
How does your garden grow?
Things are moving on apace with our planting projects. We have
been very busy creating and planting up our new growing beds –
we have worked so hard together! Look at all the different jobs
we’ve been doing…

…what a lot of fantastic teamwork! We are learning so much about plants, what they need to grow and
how to look after them. We like sharing our knowledge and skills with our friends too.

Our schools should
be blooming in a
week or two, plus
there will be some
scrummy
vegetables to eat.

Coast Class have already had a taste of their
greens – the broad beans they planted for an
experiment last autumn were ready to
harvest. They picked and shucked the beans
and all shared their tasty treat!

We have been
recycling plastic
milk bottles to give
them a new life as a
planter. To make
sure our seeds
grow, we will need
to keep watering
them.

You are probably wondering how our potatoes are
coming along…some of them are 10cm tall now!

Each week we are recording what they look like and
imagining what is going on under the soil (we think
baby potatoes probably look really cute).
One of them had a small accident before we
planted it and it lost its eyes, but we looked
carefully under the soil and saw signs of life! We
hope this potato will catch up with its friends and
yield a good crop. Can you see the tiny shoots?

Cove class invented a new game this week using the tyres, the
bug hotel and the balls from the marble run. Do you think you
could get a ball through the tyre? How far back could you
stand and still hit the target? We love setting ourselves a
challenge!
Miss Gates has been blown away this week by how engaged
everyone has been with developing our gardens – we think
we’re doing a fantastic job and are really impressed with how
much impact we have had in such a short time.

